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Aims  
Contemporary concert practice is dominated by only a handful of familiar and closely-defined musical genres, whose practical execution is facilitated by well-established, pre-existing instrumental and vocal forces (symphony orchestras, choirs, string quartets, soloists). This narrow range does not reflect the large number of different types of composition which have flourished in past centuries. In the case of nineteenth-century vocal repertoire, this manifests as an almost exclusive focus upon choral works and lyrical solo song recitals. Drawing on interviews with teaching staff and student at the Royal College of Music, this paper will explore a range of issues surrounding this ‘narrowing’ of the repertoire, including

(i) the practical considerations of performing repertoire requiring unusual forces or performance styles  
(ii) the unspoken limitations imposed upon practitioners when they are confronted by non-traditional genres  
(iii) the cross-disciplinary implications such as the different ways in which vocal music can relate to its root text

The genres which fall into these categories include small-scale vocal ensemble repertoire, narrative genres such as melodrama and compositions for a variety of instrumental and vocal forces which are yet to be categorized. Specific works to be considered include Schubert’s melodramas for piano and spoken voice, Schumann’s Szenen aus Goethes ‘Faust’, Brahms’s vocal quartet O schöne Nacht and also his narrative cycle Romanzen aus Tiecks ‘Magelone’.

Main contribution  
A co-delivered spoken paper with recorded illustrations.
Implications
This presentation has two types of implication. The first is that the practitioners with whom we conduct our research (primarily vocal teachers/coaches) will be encouraged to examine their teaching practice and re-evaluate how they select repertoire for their students. By drawing attention to the unspoken limitations we impose on ourselves when we programme repertoire, we also hope to encourage a more open attitude to programming.
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